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In general, electron cyc-lotron heating is an at
tractive heating method that has an advantage 
for realization of localized heating. However, 
when the one-pass absorption of the injected 
n1m-wave bean1 is not sufficient, it is necessary 
to install a mn1-wave absorber at the port op
posite to the injection one, to rernove the power 
transrnitted through the plasma. In addition, 
if the temperature increase at the absorber can 
be measured, the subject of electron cyclotron 
absorption (ECA) rnay be investigated. 

It was confirmed that Silieon-Carbide (SiC) 
plate is a good 111m-wave absorber with a re
flectometry measurernent [1]. Silicon Carbide is 
essentially a kind of semiconductor whose re
sistance depends on temperature. This depen
denee is n1easured to be about H1/K for a piece 
of SiC. Here, silver paste is used for the attach
ment of electric leads. A piece of SiC is one 
of eandidates for the sensor of n11n-\vave for an 
ECA study. It is irnportant to understand the 
characteristies of SiC for mn1-waves. The phase 
of the wave changes by reflection at the plate. If 
the plate is a eonductor, the phase difference 
between the electric. field components parallel 
and perpendicular to the nonnal direction for 
the plate surface is 180 degree. In general, the 
differenee is affected by the eomplex index of 
the reflecting plate. A nun-wave ellipsometer is 
used for the detennination of the con1plex index. 
The ellipsorneter is composed of waveguide com
ponents where the two polarizations are mixed. 
By a frequeney scan, a sinusoidal signal with an 
arnplitude of unity and a periodicity of the dif
ferenee of waveguide length between two polar
izations is obtained. The mn1-wave whose fre
quency is 40-60GHz is injected to the SiC plate 
with an incident angle of 72.2 degree. The phase 
difference, 1r +~<I>, with and without reflection 
at the SiC plate is rneasured. The quantity ~<I> 
is deduced frorn the sinusoidal signals with and 
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without a reflection, S and Sref, as follows: 

when .0.<'1> « J ;2 - 1. 

Figure 1 shows the ded ucecl dependence of the 
phase difference on the frequency. From a corre
lation analysis, the phase difference ~<I> is found 
to be 11.9 degree around 53.2GHz where we are 
interested . The set of pairs of real and imag
inary parts in the eomplex index that satisfy 
the phase difference ~<!>=11.9 degree is plotted 
in Fig.2. The set that satisfy the refleetorne
try rneasuren1ent is also shown. The real and 
irnaginary parts are evaluated as 5. 7 and 0.84, 
respectively. 
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Fig.l Dependence of the phase differenee on fre
quency measured by the rnm-wave ellipsometer. 
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Fig.2 Set of pairs of real and in1aginary parts in 
the complex index that satisfy the ellipsornetry 
and reflectornetry n1easurements 
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